Case Study
!
Qantas/Emirates Launch: Issues Management
Early in 2013, Australia’s flag-carrier international airline, Qantas, announced a new
global partnership with the UAE’s Emirates. The new routes opened up through
Emirate’s Dubai hub cut flight time between Australia and Europe by two hours, while
streamlining global connections for long-haul travel.
The Qantas Marketing Director tasked us to produce a series of Significance
Landscapes over the first month of the new partnership, to identify and characterise
brand opportunities and threats as expectation turned to experience for Qantas’s valued
passengers.
Shortly after the new routes opened up, stories started to appear in the Australian
press, which claimed that the Dubai layovers meant that Islamic law would ban wine
and pork from Qantas flights through the hub—a blow to Qantas’s well-earned
reputation for onboard food and wine service. Ongoing Landscapes clearly indicated
that the significance of these stories grew rapidly, as their content was echoed and
amplified in both traditional and social media.
Over the following weeks, we saw historical stories of Australians detained in Dubai for
‘unacceptable behaviour’ being referenced in the context of this story—the implication
being that ‘Australian behaviour in Dubai or on a Qantas/Emirates flight could lead to
prison’.
Qantas was aware of criticism of its new ‘Arab connection’ in the Australian press, and
assumed these negative stories were being driven by local voices, with whom it was
already engaged via its issues team.
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The significance of the negative stories kept building.
Landscape showed clearly that the media most significant
to these narratives was in fact US-based: a cluster of
online media closely aﬃliated with far-right firebrand Pam
Geller. Rather than being an organic, Australian expression
of local concerns, the narratives were driven by a global
network with a single-minded, long-standing, anti-Islamic
agenda. Turbulence indeed, but was a change of course
needed?
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The series of Landscapes delivered insight into the dynamics of that network ,
and indicated that it had a very short news cycle: our advice to Qantas was to
monitor the network closely, but delay action on the global stage, while acting
locally to engage with positive engagement on other fronts.
Following this advice, Qantas activated their relationship
with Australian superstar chef Neil Perry, to reassure
travellers that their inflight catering remained premiumclass.
Meanwhile, we tracked the opinion-leaders on the global
negative narratives.
As we predicted, the attention of this network shortly
after swung to another story—the Boston marathon
bombings. The Qantas/Islam narrative was then swiftly
discarded by the key opinion leaders, and both local
and global negative content creation dried up; a positive
result without the need for a high-risk global engagement
with single-issue zealots.
Clear skies ahead.

About the Product
Significance Landscape locates the deep, timeless narratives around any topic in any major
language. It identifies and characterises the key opinion drivers and the most significant
content, wherever it is: whether websites, traditional media, blogs or social media.
It exploits this unique capability, to map out the ‘narrative landscape’ which relates to a brand,
threat or opportunity. Each Landscape clearly visualises the nature of engagement with those
brands, threats or opportunities ‘in the wild’. Whether your goal is to eﬀectively approach,
or to create distance from, those key drivers, this insight provides immediately-actionable
intelligence on what to say, how to say it, where to say it and to whom.

About Us
Shape the Narratives
That Shape Your World
Knowing what to say, how to say it, where to say it and to whom, empowers you
to focus your time and effort, to deliver better outcomes for your business.
Our products rapidly analyse a communications issue, sector, category or
market need, to quickly, accurately and securely identify the narratives on which to focus.
They cost-effectively identify what’s likely to happen to each particular narrative, and
highlight the levers of communications power: the key media, the key people, the key
messages.
We don’t need any of your data to do this.
We work across the whole web, in any major language.
This sounds like social listening? It isn’t. All our clients continue to use social listening to
improve their customer care experience. Our products deliver strategic insight.
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